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The right amount of light

We understand the importance of getting your lighting right. The quality of artificial lighting is one of the most 
important influences on performance in the work place - you need the right amount of lighting that works for every 
situation to maximise the potential for positive change.

Better control of lighting can reduce costs by 30-50% and significantly reduce carbon emissions at the same time 
if the right decisions are made when selecting the lighting controls.  Over the next few pages we will guide you 
through the considerations and benefits to create an effective lighting control system and to ensure it improves 
comfort, reduces maintenance costs and imparts greater flexibility to the use of a workspace.

Did you know?

In the UK, lighting consumes around 58,000GWh each year 
which amounts to about 20% of the electricity generated. 
It is possible to cut your lighting bills by up to 50% by 
implementing energy saving measures like introducing 
daylight linking, presence detection, etc. Lighting in a typical 
office costs about £3/m2 annually but in the most efficient 
office only costs about £1/m2. Lighting a typical office 
overnight wastes enough energy to heat water for 1,000 
cups of tea.

CMD design and manufacture a comprehensive range 
of lighting control solutions. We can take a project from 
specification to delivery on site - liaising with contractors and  
providing you with all the CAD support you will need to deliver 
and complete the project to your customer’s satisfaction.

So whatever the lighting project, let us handle the control 
aspect for you. 

For the 30-50% energy savings
•	 directly and by reducing cooling loads

For the building management
•	 gives flexibility
•	 futureproofs against layout changes

For the building owner
•	 reduces wiring costs
•	 eligible for enhanced capital allowance
•	 modular scheme
•	 less onsite commissioning

For the building user
•	 provides local control
•	 improves working environment

For Building Regulations Compliance
•	 By energy saving legislation, such as   

Part L2A & L2B 2010 in UK

Making the most of lighting control

Why choose a lighting control system?

(Source: Carbon Trust).
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Lighting control equipment & installation cost £12,605 £15,730 £17,583

Lifetime (Years) 11.4 19.0 19.0

Energy Cost (£/Yr) £3,031 £1,846 £1,486

Total Annual Cost £4,135 £2,673 £2,410

Payback Period (Years) - 2.6 3.2

The real cost of inefficient lighting

It’s well known that lighting accounts for around 20% of a business’ energy costs, or put another way, that’s nearly 
a fifth of a typical electricity bill.  (Source: Carbon Trust).

New research has found that up to 40% of an electricity bill is spent on inefficient lighting. Take a look at some 
examples where lighting can become an unnecessary cost to your business:

•	 Lights are left on when they’re not needed. A typical office is only occupied between 25-30% of the week
•	 If a building is lit constantly around the clock that equates to a staggering 70-75% energy wastage – or around 

10% of your overall electricity bill
•	 No lighting control system has been installed, or if one has, it hasn’t been programmed to supply light only when 

needed
•	 An older lighting management system is in place

Here are some simple but effective tips to cut down on electricity bills:
 
•	 Reduce heat loss by installing automatic doors
•	 Replace out of date and inefficient lighting with long-lasting, quality LEDs
•	 Ensure all electrical equipment is turned off when not in use
•	 Make sure display lighting is up-to-date
•	 Check that the controls for heating and cooling at are the correct setting

Example application - Open plan office

1000m2 Electronic T5 fluorescent lighting, 33% of area 
daylight influenced. Manually

Switched
Absence
Detection

Daylight
Dimming

of lighting control Making the most
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Efficient lighting tops the list of green technology investments in a new survey from the Carbon Trust. Over three-
quarters of businesses polled (77%) said they invested in energy efficient lighting in the past year - along with energy 
metering, monitoring and targeting technology (57%).   

96% of businesses surveyed said energy efficiency was an important consideration when purchasing or upgrading 
equipment and a good positive move is to introduce a lighting control system as it is a very effective way of 
demonstrating a strong sustainable commitment towards meeting legalisation or achieving guidelines and targets.  
We know that over 75% of lighting installations are thought to be out of date and unable to meet current design 
standards.

Invest in a sustainable future with efficient lighting

Energy is money
Office equipment is the fastest growing energy user 
in the business world consuming 15% of the total 
electricity used in offices. This is expected to rise to 
30% by 2020.  (Carbon Trust)

The cost of running this equipment is around £300 
million p.a. in the UK alone and this is increasing 
every year.  (Carbon Trust)

Fact
60% of UK employees now say it’s important to work 
for a company that has an active policy to reduce 
its carbon emissions. The survey was conducted by 
YouGov with over 1.2k employees across the UK.

Meet your 
targets
Ensure your company meets current or future 
mandatory energy efficiency targets and/or the 
requirements of GHG emission reduction legislation.

Fax

Photocopier

Printers

Monitors

PCs

5%

13%

12%

30%

40%

Energy Spread in the Office Equipment
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sustainable future with efficient lighting Invest in a
Make the Switch

When considering a new lighting control, you may have to remind yourself and your client that the initial outlay to 
the project is not the only focus to consider.  Lifetime running costs of the project also has to be on the agenda. 
 
It does not matter how efficient a luminaire might be if its use is uncontrolled there will be still be waste, avoidable 
costs and unnecessary CO2 emissions. Artificial lighting can be switched off or dimmed both when there is sufficient 
daylight and when there is no-one there to benefit from its use. The economic benefits are the easiest to quantify, 
due to their tangible nature, savings on an electricity bill are relatively easy to calculate, but there are other benefits 
that may often be omitted. 

Generally, we are quite good at switching lights on when we go into a room but less so at switching off when we 
leave, so introducing a good lighting control system brings in the controls to automatically reduce the light level and 
switches off when there is sufficient daylight or when users leave the room. 

Automatic lighting controls generally react to three main stimuli:

•	 Movement sensor - occupancy control
•	 Time clock - timed schedule
•	 Light sensor - daylight linking
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Complete support service

A supporting CAD service for lighting control schematics. 

In its simplest form our CAD designers are there as a support to ensure that the right lighting control solution is 
delivered so that you get the right light, in the right place, at the right time.  Every step of the design process is 
handled with care with open lines of communication always at the forefront - liaising with your clients, attending 
site meetings and providing regular reports..

With 30 years of experience working with well respected contractors and building services consultants to blue chip 
companies we pride ourselves on delivering the highest standards of work, supported by making the use of the latest 
technologies and ongoing staff training.
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support service Complete

Complete support service - the stages explained 
CMD's design and planning services begin when the lighting control scheme and concept design has been approved, 
then our team will work closely with the appointed companies on the project. 

•	 On-site pre-installation meeting can be arranged 
•	 CMD Installation Guides provide electricians with guidelines for an optimum install
•	 Designers are on hand to guide you every step of the way 
•	 Creating installation drawings of the highest quality
•	 Designing and programming our ‘plug & play’ modules
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Type of switching

Decide what kind 
of switching you want..
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The lights are switched on and off manually via the 
wall switch.

Ideal for use in locations like:

•	 Offices
•	 Corridors                                              
•	 Storage areas

Presence Detectors

Presence Detectors are devices that detect the 
presence of someone in a specific area / place -  
turning the lights on and then off again when the 
area is vacated. They are very commonly used for 
energy saving purposes, even replacing the regular 
switches at times, and are ideal for venues used by 
the public.

Ideal for use in locations like:

Absence Detectors

Absence Detection detects not the presence of 
someone in the room, but the absence. They are 
usually “turned on” and then left to detect if 
someone is still in the room - switch them off if no 
movement is detected.

Ideal for use in locations like:

•	 Offices
•	 Industrial
•	 Hospitals
•	 Education
•	 Public amenities
•	 Hotels

of switching Type

•	 Offices
•	 Hospitals
•	 Public amenities
•	 Circulation areas
•	 Commercial

•	 Industrial
•	 Education
•	 Libraries
•	 Hotels

Manual Switching
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Making the most of Daylight with Automation

Daylight is the only freely available light source and yet 
all too often it is overlooked;  well controlled daylight 
can provide a space with the best possible lighting 
effect with zero cost or CO2 emissions. 

Daylight can be brought into spaces through roof lights, 
atria and light guidance systems as well as windows. 
Artificial lighting is still needed of course, but by 
ensuring it is linked to the daylight availability, it will be 
used most efficiently. Successfully managing the balance 
of natural and artificial light is key; whilst it is possible 
for artificial lighting to be completely off when there 
is sufficient daylight in a space, consideration must be 
given to what happens when that changes; a sudden 
change of lighting level through the artificial lighting all 
coming on (or turning off) at once creates distraction 
and discomfort. So artificial lighting should be dimmed 
to balance the daylight and deliver a constant light level 
for the users.  

Automated functionality

We offer a number of solutions to automate making the 
most of natural light;

1. Daylight hold off -  Through the use of a combined 
presence and daylight sensor the window row lights 
are automatically held off when daylight levels are 
bright enough to illuminate the portion of a room 
closest to the window(s). If the natural light level 
falls the sensor will switch the lights back on to 
compensate. 

2. Daylight linked dimming - Through the use of a 
combined presence and daylight sensor the output 
of the window row lights is automatically adjusted 
in response to the changing daylight levels.

Our options
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Safety comes first

We all know that the safety maintenance of a building starts with good design but it would be fair to say that 
designers cannot be experts in all areas and once a project gets to the construction phase it is usually too late to start 
incorporating modifications to facilitate maintenance without incurring significant costs. With the lifetime building 
maintenance costs anything up to 20 times the capital build costs, incorporating good low maintenance and safety 
facilities has to be a major priority.

Emergency Lighting has to be tested and monitored regularly by law. Our range of lighting controllers provide a 
variety of options for emergency testing & corridor hold options that can be controlled and performed at specific 
times or manually triggered.

In the UK all emergency lighting must:

•	 Give sufficient light to allow any occupants to navigate their way out of the building to safety, should the mains 
lighting fail

•	 Identify and highlight location of fire fighting equipment and call points/exits
•	 Be capable of staying on continuously for 1 hour – although UK practice is 3 hours
•	 Be tested regularly to ensure it’s in full working order and meets requirements
•	 Allow processes to come to a safe conclusion

requirements Additional
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Features

•	 4 Pole
•	 One channel
•	 1-Way Manual Switching or Presence Detection
•	 Optional Daylight Hold Off when used with PIR
•	 230v Switching
•	 1 luminaire output
•	 No commissioning required
•	 Lightweight Flame Retardant ABS Casing
•	 100% factory tested

Sirius local switch module (LSM)

Switching options available are:

•	 Manual Switching via a 1-way 230v wall switch
•	 Presence detection via a 230v PIR
•	 Presence detection as above with Daylight Hold Off (all lights)

Each LSM has four 4 Pole ports assigned as follows:

•	 1x Unswitched in for the power in feed
•	 1x Unswitched out to enable other modules to be connected to the same circuit
•	 1x Switch port for a 230v wall switch or a 230v PIR
•	 1x Luminaire output

Mains In

Mains Out

Sirius standard switching configurations

For when you need a simple piece of kit to offer 1 Way Manual Switching, 2 Way Manual Switching or Presence 
Detection with the optional daylight hold off feature. All our switch modules are pre-wired and commissioned to 
eliminate any chance of wiring faults and can be changed or re-positioned without major disruption on site.
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Technical Data

local switch module (LSM) Sirius

All 230v Switch Modules require a 4 core (live, neutral, earth and permanent live) feed to enable the module to 
function correctly.

•	 Each 230v 1-Way Switch Module has been provided with a port for the incoming unswitched feed and a port 
for the outgoing switched feed to the luminaires. Ports are also provided for both the outgoing unswitched 
feed so additional modules can be attached to the same circuit and for the connection to the 230v 1-way wall 
switch or 230v PIR. Wieland GST 18i 4 Pole plugs are required to connect to these ports

•	 Each 230v 2-Way Switch Module has been provided with a port for the incoming unswitched feed and 
a port for the outgoing switched feed to the luminaires. Ports are also provided for two 230v wall switch 
drops. There is no facility for an unswitched feed to allow further modules to be attached to the same circuit. 
Wieland GST 18i 4 Pole plugs are required to connect to these ports

•	 When using a 1-Way Switch Module with multiple PIRs a 230v 3-Way Circuit Splitter Module should be used 
to provide the additional ports needed

•	 When using a 2-way Switch Module with 3 or more switch points additional wall switches can be installed 
using a 230v Intermediate Switched T Piece

•	 If used the wall switch for a 230v Switch Drop must be a positive action switch

•	 The emergency test may take place at the distribution boards or via a local key switched T piece – there is no 
built in facility for testing the emergency live

Supply voltage:    230 Volts AC +10%/-6% 50Hz

Current Rating:    16Amp

Relay Rating:   See the 230v PIR Data Sheet (available on request)

IP Rating:    IP2X

Connection:   Via Wieland GST 18i 4 pole female, male locking/latching type, complying   
    with the requirements of BS EN 61535 : 2009

Operating temperatures:  -5°C to 35°C

Sirius casings are manufactured from flame retardant ABS.

All SIRIUS units are 100% factory tested. To ensure traceability all Sirius units are labelled with the date of testing 
and a unique serial number both of which are also recorded electronically.

Code Description

P690803000.0 4 Pole Local Switch Module (Plastic) (1.5mm2) (Wall Switch or Presence)

P690804000.0 4 Pole 2 Way Switch Module (Plastic) (1.5mm2)
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Technical Data

•	 All BMB’s require a 4 core (live, neutral, earth and permanent live) feed to enable the unit to function correctly
•	 Each BMB has been provided with a port each for the incoming and outgoing unswitched feed allowing further 

modules to be attached to the same circuit. The following port configurations are used:
* For the 1 Channel BMB nine (9) ports are provided for connection to the luminaires and one (1) 

port is provided for connection to the 230v PIR or 230v Wall Switch Drop Lead
* For the 2 Channel BMB eight (8) ports are provided for connection to the luminaires (four (4) per 

channel) and one (1) port per channel is provided for connection to the 230v PIR or 230v Wall 
Switch Drop Lead

•	 In all cases Wieland GST 18i 4 Pole plugs are required to connect to these ports
•	 When using a BMB with multiple PIRs a 230v 3-Way Circuit Splitter Module should be used to provide the 

additional ports needed
•	 If used the wall switch for a 230v Switch Drop must be a positive action switch

Supply voltage:    230 Volts AC +10%/-6% 50Hz
Current Rating:    16Amp
Relay Rating:   See the 230v PIR Data Sheet (available on request)
IP Rating:    IP2X

Connection   Via Wieland GST 18i 4 pole female, male locking/latching type, complying with  
    the requirements of BSEN 61535 : 2009.

Operating temperatures  -5°C to 35°C

All PROXIMA casings are manufactured from a galvanised material equal to DX51D G275 in accordance with BS EN 
10142:2000. External mounting flanges are fitted to allow quick and easy installation within the ceiling void.

All PROXIMA units are 100% factory tested. To ensure traceability all PROXIMA units are labelled with the date of 
testing and a unique serial number both of which are also recorded electronically.

Features

•	 One or Two Independent Channels
•	 1-Way Manual Switching or Presence Detection
•	 Optional Daylight Hold Off when used with PIR
•	 230v Switching
•	 9 (one channel) or 8 (two channel - 4 per 

channel) luminaire outputs
•	 No commissioning required
•	 Strong Steel Casing
•	 100% factory tested

Proxima basic marshalling box (BMB)

Our BMBs offer plug-in simplicity at the more affordable end of the spectrum. All our units provide a simple and 
quick install not only in terms of time but cost savings as well. Units are pre-wired and commissioned to eliminate 
any chance of wiring faults and can be changed or re-positioned without major disruption. Proxima is our basic unit.  
A low cost option for the connection of luminaires to either presence detectors or conventional switches with the 
added feature of optional daylight hold off.

Mains Out 4 pole connectors

Mains In

Switching port
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basic marshalling box (BMB) Proxima

Code Description

P692041000.0 1 Channel Basic Marshalling Box 

P692043000.0 2 Channel Basic Marshalling Box

Switching options available are:

•	 Manually Switched via a 1-way 230v wall 
switch

•	 Presence detection via a 230v PIR.
•	 Presence detection as above with Daylight Hold 

Off (all luminaires).

(Manually Switched or Presence Detection 
Channels):

Each independent channel on this type of BMB has 
the following switching options:

•	 Manually Switched via a 1-way 230v wall 
switch

•	 Presence detection via a 230v PIR
•	 Presence detection as above with Daylight Hold 

Off (all luminaires)

Proxima types & standard switching configurations

Each PROXIMA unit is a 4 Pole One or Two Channel 230v Switching Module utilising either a 230v 1-Way Wall 
Switch or a 230v Combined Presence and Daylight Sensor to control the lights.

1 Channel 2 Channel
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Our CDBs offer the simplicity of a ‘plug and play’ install saving valuable time on site and can be energy saving. All our 
units are pre-wired and commissioned prior to despatch to eliminate any chance of wiring faults and can be changed 
or re-positioned without major disruption. Rigel is the popular standard choice for connection of luminaries to either 
presence, absence or retractive switches with the added feature of SELV switching and optional daylight hold off.

Features

•	 One or two independent channels
•	 Manual Switching, Presence or Absence Detection
•	 Optional Daylight Hold Off when used with PIR
•	 Flexible SELV Switching
•	 10 luminaire outputs (two channel – 5 per channel)
•	 Built in emergency test facility
•	 No commissioning required
•	 Strong Steel Casing
•	 100% factory tested

Rigel circuit distribution box (CDB) 

Mains In

Mains Out

Technical Data

•	 All CDBs require a 4 core feed to operate correctly
•	 Each CDB has twelve 4 Pole and three RJ45 ports assigned as follows:

* 1x 4 Pole Unswitched in for the power in feed
* 1x 4 Pole Unswitched out to enable other modules to be connected to the same circuit
* 1x RJ45 SELV Switch port for a SELV wall switch
* 2x RJ45 SELV Switch ports for a SELV PIR
* 10x 4 Pole luminaire outputs (split 5 to a channel for a 2 channel CDB)

•	 Multiple SELV switch points and/or PIR’s can be added with the use of additional RJ45 leads and/or RJ45 
3-way splitters

•	 Multiple switches can be installed with the use of the same RJ45 SELV wall switch drop lead
•	 If used the channel switches must be momentary push to make type switches
•	 Emergency testing facility built in via a SELV wall switch (if required)

Conformity:  Directive EMC 89/336/EEC
  Directive LVD 2006/95/EC
  Unit independently tested
  to comply with the
  requirements of:
  BS EN 60669-2-1:2004
  BS EN 60669-2-3:1999
  BS EN 55015:2006
  BS EN 61000 series of
  standards for EMC compatibility

Supply voltage:  230 Volts AC +10%/-6% 50Hz
Current Rating:  16Amp
Relay Rating:  16A resistive & incandescent
  6A fluorescent
  3A Compact fluorescent
  3A Low Energy
  3A Ventilation Fans
RJ45 Wiring:  T568B CAT 5. 5/12v DC SELV

IP Rating:  IP2X 

Connection via Wieland GST 18i 4 pole female, 
male locking/latching type, complying with the 
requirements of BS EN 61535 : 2009

Operating temperatures -5°C to 35°C

All RIGEL casings are manufactured from a
galvanised material equal to DX51D G275 in 
accordance with BS EN 10142:2000. External 
mounting flanges are fitted to allow quick and easy 
installation within the ceiling void.

All RIGELs are 100% factory tested. To ensure 
traceability all RIGELs are labelled with the date 
of testing and a unique serial number both of 
which are also recorded electronically.
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(P1 - 1 Channel)
Switching options available are:

•	 Presence Detection via a SELV PIR
•	 Presence Detection with Daylight Hold Off (all 

luminaires)

An override on facility is built in to this module
(operated via an SELV Wall Switch) which will hold all
lights on until released.

(P2 - 2 Channels)
Each independent channel on this type of unit has
the following switching options:

•	 Presence Detection via a SELV PIR
•	 Presence Detection via a SELV PIR with Daylight Hold 

Off (all luminaires on that channel only)

An override on facility is built in to this module (operated 
via a SELV Wall Switch) which will hold all linked channels 
on together until released. 

This module may be used over two separate rooms/areas 
and 1 channel may operate in a different switching option 
to the other.

circuit distribution box (CDB) Rigel

Code Description

P692050000.0 CDB P1 (1 Channel Presence and Daylight Hold Off)

P692051000.0 CDB P2 (2 Channel Presence and Daylight Hold Off)

P692052000.0 CDB A1 (1 Channel Absence and Daylight Hold Off)

P692053000.0 CDB A2 (2 Channel Absence and Daylight Hold Off)

RIGEL Types and standard switching configurations

Each RIGEL unit is a 4 Pole One or Two Channel SELV Switching Module utilising SELV Wall Switches and/or SELV
Combined Presence and Daylight Sensors to control the lights.

(A1 - 1 Channel)
Switching options available are:

•	 Manually switched via a SELV Wall Switch
•	 Absence detection via a SELV Wall Switch and SELV 

PIR
•	 Presence detection as above with Day Light Hold Off 

(all lights)

(A2 - 2 Channels)
Each independent channel on this type of CDB has the 
following switching options:

•	 Manually switched via a SELV Wall Switch
•	 Absence detection via a SELV Combined Presence 

and Daylight Sensor
•	 Absence detection as above with Day Light Hold Off 

(all lights on that channel only)

An override on facility is built in to this module operated 
via an SELV Wall Switch).

This module may be used over two separate rooms/areas 
and 1 channel may operate in a different switching option 
to the other.

Presence Detection Absence Detection
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Canis lighting control module (LCM)

Features

•	 Two linked channels
•	 Manual Switching, Presence or Absence Detection
•	 DSI or Broadcast DALI
•	 Can be used with dimmable and non-dimmable lights via the LCMs integral relays
•	 Daylight Linked and manual Dimming available
•	 Dim down before switch off feature
•	 Flexible SELV Switching
•	 8 luminaire outputs
•	 Built in emergency test facility
•	 No commissioning required – all LCMs are factory pre-programmed
•	 Strong Steel Casing
•	 100% factory tested

Each CANIS unit is a 6 Pole Two Channel SELV Switching Module utilising SELV wall switches and/or SELV Combined 
Presence and Daylight Sensors to control the lights.

8 luminaire ports

Switching port
PIR Port

Mains out
Mains in

LCMs bring together the energy saving functionality of daylight linking where natural daylight is balanced with 
artificial lighting to not only reduce the energy required for lighting but also making the most of the daytime light as 
well offering two linked channels. The units are simple to install and can be re-programmed as and when your needs 
may change in the future. The system can be used to control all types of lighting – fluorescent, low voltage and mains 
voltage and is the perfect solution for the connection of luminaries to either presence, absence or conventional 
switches with the added feature of daylight linked dimming and SELV switching.
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lighting control module (LCM) Canis

Technical Data

•	 All LCMs require a 4 core feed to operate correctly
•	 Each LCM has two 4 Pole, two 6 Pole and two RJ45 ports assigned as follows:

* 1x 4 Pole Unswitched in for the power in feed
* 1x 4 Pole Unswitched out to enable other modules to be connected to the same circuit
* 1x RJ45 SELV Switch port for a SELV wall switch
* 1x RJ45 SELV Switch port for a SELV PIR
* 8 x 6 Pole luminaire outputs (4 for channel 1, 4 for channel 2)

•	 Multiple SELV switch points and/or PIRs can be added with the use of additional RJ45 leads and/or RJ45 3 
way splitters

•	 Multiple switches can be installed with the use of the same RJ45 SELV wall switch drop lead
•	 DSI LCMs are designed to operate luminaires with Tridonic DSI ballasts and standard non-dimmable HF 

ballasts – all non-dimmable ballasts will switch on/off via the LCM’s integral relays
•	 DALI LCMs are designed to operate luminaires with DALI ballasts and standard non-dimmable HF ballasts 

– all non-dimmable ballasts will switch on/off via the LCM’s integral relays
•	 All LCMs are designed to control up to 20 ballasts per channel
•	 If used the master wall switch must be a 2-way centre off momentary push to make rocker type switch. 

This switch is used to manually dim the luminaires – pressing and holding the top of the switch will 
increase the output of the lights, pressing and holding the bottom of the switch will decrease the output 
of the lights. With absence LCMs this switch is used to turn the LCM on

•	 If used the channel switches must be momentary push to make type switches
•	 Emergency testing facility built in via a SELV wall switch (if required)

Conformity:  Directive EMC 89/336/EEC
  Directive LVD 2006/95/EC
  Unit independently tested
  to comply with the
  requirements of:
  BS EN 60669-2-1:2004
  BS EN 60669-2-3:1999
  BS EN 55015:2006
  BS EN 61000 series of
  standards for EMC compatibility

Supply voltage:  230 Volts AC +10%/-6% 50Hz
Current Rating:  16Amp
Relay Rating:  16A resistive & incandescent
  6A fluorescent
  3A Compact fluorescent
  3A Low Energy
  3A Ventilation Fans
RJ45 Wiring:  T568B CAT 5. 5/12vDC SELV

IP Rating: IP2X 

Connection via Wieland GST 18i 4 pole female, male
locking/latching type, complying with the
requirements of BS EN 61535 : 2009

Operating temperatures
-5°C to 35°C

All CANIS unit casings are manufactured from 
a galvanised material equal to DX51D G275 in 
accordance with BS EN 10142:2000. External 
mounting flanges are fitted to allow quick and easy 
installation within the ceiling void.

All CANIS units are 100% factory tested. To ensure 
traceability all CANIS units are labelled with the 
date of testing and a unique serial number both 
of which are also recorded electronically.

Code Description

CANIS Range - 8 Port 2 Channel DSI Dimming LCMs

P692070000.0 LCM P1 (DSI)

P692071000.0 LCM A2 (DSI)

P692072000.0 LCM W2 (DSI)

CANIS Range - 8 Port 2 Channel DALI Dimming LCMs

P692075000.0 LCM P1 (DALI)

P692076000.0 LCM A2 (DALI)

P692077000.0 LCM W2 (DALI)
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Canis lighting control module (LCM)

Manual Switching

Presence Detection

Absence Detection

CANIS Types and available standard switching configurations

Switching options available are:

•	 Manually Switched via a SELV Wall Switch. Manual dimming is available

Separate switches can be installed to enable the switching of each of the two channels; this could for example 
be used to allow the separate switching of the teaching wall lights in a classroom.

Manual dimming is available via the master wall switch.

Switching options available are:

•	 Presence Detection via a SELV PIR with Daylight Linked Dimming (all lights)
•	 Presence Detection as above with the addition of SELV Wall switches to control each Channel and/or Manual 

Dimming for all channels together

An override on facility is built in to this module (operated via a SELV Wall Switch) which will hold all linked channels 
on together until released.

Separate switches can be installed to enable the switching of each of the three channels; this could for example 
be used to allow the separate switching of the teaching wall lights in a classroom.

Manual dimming is available via the master wall switch.

Additionally a 10% dim down before switch off facility is built in to warn the occupants of a room that the lights 
are about to switch off (reactivation by triggering the sensor).

Switching options available are:

•	 Absence Detection via a SELV Wall Switch and a SELV PIR. Manual dimming is available
•	 Absence Detection with Daylight Linked Dimming (window row(s) lights only)

Separate switches can be installed to enable the switching of each of the three channels; this could for example 
be used to allow the separate switching of the teaching wall lights in a classroom.  

Manual dimming is available via the master wall switch which is used to switch the LCM on and off.

Additionally a 10% dim down before switch off facility is built in to warn the occupants of a room that the 
lights are about to switch off (reactivation by triggering the sensor or by the SELV wall switch if the lights have 
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lighting control module (LCM) Canis
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230v PIR sensor

•	 Presence Detection
•	 Optional Daylight Hold Off
•	 Pluggable – no onsite wiring required
•	 230v Switching
•	 No commissioning required

230v Combined Passive Infra Red and Daylight Sensor

Each 230v Sensor is a multifunctional fully adjustable combined passive infra red and daylight (LUX) sensor.

•	 Sensitivity controls under removable bezel
•	 Side mounted PIR or PIR/LUX selector switch
•	 Integral securing wings ease for of installation
•	 Lightweight Flame Retardant ABS Casing
•	 100% factory tested

Each PIR has 3 adjustment screws to allow the user to configure the PIR to suit the condition of the room it is installed 
in. Operating the following settings:

Code Description

P699907000.0 Pluggable (Wieland) 230v Combined Presence and Daylight Sensor

LUX Level
The point at which the PIR will either hold the luminaires 
off or begin to dim them (dependent on control module 
type) can be set by adjusting this control. The LUX level 
may be set between 200 and 2000 LUX.

Time Delay
The time that the PIR will hold the luminaires on before 
switching them off can be set between 15 seconds and 
30 minutes.

PIR Sensitivity
The range that the passive infra red sensor detects 
out to can be adjusted up to a maximum of 7 metres 
diameter (when installed at 2.4m height). 

These sensors may be used with Sirius LSMs and Proxima BMBs.
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PIR sensor 230V

Technical Data

Conformity:  Directive EMC 89/336/EEC
  Directive LVD 2006/95/EC
  Unit independently tested to
  comply with the requirements of:
  BS EN 60669-2-1:2004
  BS EN 60669-2-3:1999
  BS EN 55015:2006
  BS EN 61000 series of standards
  for EMC compatibility

Supply voltage:  230 Volts AC +10%/-6% 50Hz
Current Rating:  16Amp
Relay Rating:  16A resistive & incandescent lighting
  6A fluorescent
  3A Compact fluorescent
  3A Low Energy
  3A Ventilation Fans
IP Rating:  IP2X 

Connection via Wieland GST 18i 4 pole female, male 
locking /latching type, complying with the requirements 
of BS EN 61535 : 2009. All connectors are designed to 
comply with IEC 61535 (ed.1): 2009-02.

Operating temperatures
-5°C to 35°C

Plastic PIR casings are manufactured from flame 
retardant ABS

All PIRs are 100% factory tested. To ensure 
traceability all PIRs are labelled with the date of 
testing and a unique serial number both of which 
are also recorded electronically.

Each PIR has a side selector switch which allows the user to configure the PIR for 1 of the following operational 
modes:

•	 PIR/LUX used for combined presence and daylight hold off.
•	 LUX used if daylight hold off on its own is required.
•	 PIR used if presence detection on its own is required.
•	 The side selector switch must be set before the PIR is installed.

The adjustment screws are hidden to prevent being tampered with.

PIR 
Selector

Securing Wings
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12v Combined Passive Infra Red and Daylight Sensor

12V SELV Combined Passive Infra Red & Daylight Sensor (For RIGEL CDBs & CANIS LCMs)

•	 Presence Detection
•	 Optional Daylight Hold Off
•	 Pluggable – no onsite wiring required
•	 Flexible SELV Switching
•	 No commissioning required

•	 Sensitivity controls under removable bezel
•	 Side mounted PIR or PIR/LUX selector switch
•	 Integral securing wings ease for of installation
•	 Lightweight Flame Retardant ABS Casing
•	 100% factory tested

Each PIR has 3 adjustment screws to allow the user to configure the PIR to suit the condition of the room it is installed 
in. Operating the following settings:

Code Description

P699913000.0 Pluggable (RJ45) SELV Combined Presence and Daylight Sensor

12v SELV PIR sensor 

LUX Level
The point at which the PIR will either hold the luminaires 
off or begin to dim them (dependent on control module 
type) can be set by adjusting this control. The LUX level 
may be set between 200 and 2000 LUX.

Time Delay
The time that the PIR will hold the luminaires on before 
switching them off can be set between 15 seconds and 
30 minutes.

PIR Sensitivity
The range that the passive infra red sensor detects 
out to can be adjusted up to a maximum of 7 metres 
diameter (when installed at 2.4m height). 
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PIR 
Selector

Securing Wings

Technical Data

Conformity:  Directive EMC 89/336/EEC
  Directive LVD 2006/95/EC
  Unit independently tested to
  comply with the requirements of:
  BS EN 60669-2-1:2004
  BS EN 60669-2-3:1999
  BS EN 55015:2006
  BS EN 61000 series of standards
  for EMC compatibility
 
Supply voltage:  12 Volts DC
Current Rating:  16Amp
Relay Rating:  See RIGEL CDB or CANIS LCM
  Data Sheets (available on request)
RJ45 Wiring:  T568B CAT 5. 5/12vDC SELV
IP Rating: IP2X

Connection via RJ45 male plugs

Operating temperatures
-5°C to 35°C

Plastic PIR casings are manufactured from flame
retardant ABS

All PIRs are 100% factory tested. To ensure 
traceability all PIR’s are labelled with the date of 
testing and a unique serial number both of which 
are also recorded electronically.

Each PIR has a side selector switch which allows the user to configure the PIR for 1 of the following operational 
modes:

•	 PIR/LUX used for combined presence and daylight hold off.
•	 LUX used if daylight hold off on its own is required.
•	 PIR used if presence detection on its own is required.
•	 The side selector switch must be set before the PIR is installed.

Each 12v SELV Sensor is a multifunctional fully adjustable combined passive infra red and daylight (LUX) sensor.

The adjustment screws are hidden to prevent being tampered with.

SELV PIR sensor 12V
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12v SELV microwave sensor 

Low voltage (12v DC) microwave sensor
(Compatible with RIGEL CDB or CANIS LCM)

Features

•	 2 sensitivity settings
•	 Mounted almost anywhere
•	 Radar technology
•	 Resistant to false detections via environmental 

conditions
•	 Detection range up to 12m

•	 No line of sight required like infra red (can be 
hidden behind wood, glass etc.)

•	 Minimal power required
•	 Sensor allows 12V DC supply to be shared with 

other devices

Code Description

P699930000.0 12v SELV microwave sensor 

Time Delay
The time that the microwave will hold the luminaires 
on before switching them off can be set between 15 
seconds and 30 minutes.

Microwave Sensitivity
The range that the passive infra red sensor detects out 
to can be adjusted up to a maximum of 12 metres 
diameter (when installed at 2.4m height). 
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Technical Data

•	 CW RADAR, ISM BAND
•	 Centre Frequency is 5.8GHz
•	 Detection range is 12m at high sensitivity setting (installation dependent)
•	 Three sensitivity settings available: low, medium and high
•	 Current consumption of circuit is 40mA max. @12V DC
•	 Output compatible with RIGEL CDBs & CANIS LCMs
•	 Radiated microwave energy is 30uW typical

Detection Range

SELV microwave sensor 12V

Microwave 
Sensitivity Selector

Securing Wings

2.8m

12m
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Pre-fabricated 4 pole accessories

Features

•	 Complete pluggable systems for 16A power and lighting 
applications

•	 4 or 6 Pole leads, T Pieces and Splitters available as 
standard

•	 Non-interchangeability between lighting and power 
wiring systems

•	 1.5mm2 LSOH as standard in 3, 4, 5 or 6 cores
•	 Wieland GST 18i 4 and 6 Pole connectors used as 

standard

•	 Starter Leads, Drop Leads and Extender Leads available
•	 4 and 6 Pole Fixed and Flying Luminaire T Pieces 

available
•	 4 and 6 Pole 3 Way Circuit Splitters available
•	 6 Pole leads, T Pieces and Splitters are suitable for DSI 

and DALI controllers
•	 Power Switched and Unswitched Fused Spurs for FCUs 

etc.

4 pole Female Plugs - Plug 4 pole Female Plugs - Cover 4 pole Male Plugs - Plug 4 pole Male Plugs - Cover

Code

144010

Code

144013

Code

144007

Code

144013

Code

P690405001.0

Code

P690405003.0

Code

P690207003.0

Code

P690203003.0

Code

P690203005.0

1 metre 4 pole male to female 

4 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

3 metre 4 pole male to female 

4 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

3 metre 4 pole male to free end

4 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

3 metre 4 pole male to free end

3 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

5 metre 4 pole male to free end

3 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

Code

P690703000.3

Code

P690717000.3

Code

P690806000.0

Code

P690315003.0

Code

P690315005.0

4 Pole Luminaire Fixed T Piece 

(Plastic) (1.5mm2) 0.3m 3 core drop
4 Pole Luminaire Flying T Piece 

(Plastic) (1.5mm2) 0.3m 3 core drop
4 Pole 3 Way Circuit Splitter 

Module (Plastic)

3 metre 4 pole 2 Way 

Switch Drop Lead

5 metre 4 pole 2 Way 

Switch Drop Lead

Code

P690303005.0

5 metre 4 pole 1 Way 

Switch Drop Lead

Code

P690719000.3

4 Pole Luminaire Flying T Piece 
(Plastic) (1.5mm2) 0.3m 4 core drop

Code

P690705000.3

4 Pole Luminaire Fixed T Piece 

(Plastic) (1.5mm2) 0.3m 4 core drop

Code

P690405005.0

5 metre 4 pole male to female 

4 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

Code

P690207005.0

5 metre 4 pole male to free end

4 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

Code

P690303003.0

3 metre 4 pole 1 Way 

Switch Drop Lead
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6 pole accessories Pre-fabricated

6 pole Female Plug - blue connector 6 pole Female Plug - white connector 6 pole Female Plug - base 6 pole Female Plug - hood

Code

144049

Code

144005

Code

144023

Code

144016

Code

144048

Code

144001

Code

144023

Code

144016

Code

P690474003.0

Code

P690474005.0

Code

P690250003.0

6 pole Male Plug - blue connector 6 pole Male Plug - black connector 6 pole Male Plug - base 6 pole Male Plug - hood

3 metre 6 pole male to female 

6 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

5 metre 6 pole male to female 

6 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

3 metre 6 pole male to free end 

6 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

Code

P690249003.0

Code

P690249005.0

Code

P690248003.0

Code

P690247003.0

Code

P690247005.0

3 metre 6 pole male to free end 

5 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

5 metre 6 pole male to free end 

5 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

3 metre 6 pole male to free end 

4 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

3 metre 6 pole male to free end 

3 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

5 metre 6 pole male to free end 

3 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

Code

P690748000.3

6 Pole / 6 Tail Fixed T piece (Plastic) 
(1.5mm2) 0.3m 6 core drop

Code

P690250005.0

5 metre 6 pole male to free end 

6 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

Code

P690248005.0

5 metre 6 pole male to free end 

4 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

Code

P690756000.3

6 Pole / 6 Tail Flying T piece (Plastic) 
(1.5mm2) 0.3m 6 core drop

Code

P690754000.3

6 Pole / 5 Tail Flying T piece (Plastic) 
(1.5mm2) 0.3m 5 core drop

Code

P690474001.0

1 metre 6 pole male to female 

6 core 1.5mm2 LSOH lead

Code

P690746000.3

6 Pole / 6 Tail Flying T piece (Plastic) 
(1.5mm2) 0.3m 5 core drop

6 Pole 3 Way Circuit 
Splitter Module (Plastic)

Code

P690814000.0
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Technical Data

Leads, T Pieces and Splitters Specification

Supply voltage   230 Volts AC +10%/-6% 50Hz
Current Rating   16Amp
IP Rating  IP2X
Connection  Via Wieland GST 18i 4 or 6 pole female,
   male locking/latching type, complying with
   the requirements of BS EN 61535 : 2009.
   All connectors are designed to comply
   with IEC 61535 (ed.1): 2009-02.
Operating temperatures  -5°C to 35°C

Flexible Cable Specification

Material   Low smoke zero halogen inner and outer sheaths
   IEC60332.3 Cat C
Cores   4
Sizes    1.5mm2

Flame test to   IEC 332/3A – Category C HD
   405.3 VDE 0472 part 804 test C
Self-extinguishing VDE 0207 part 24 type HM2
Acid test   IEC 754-2
Smoke density   VDE 0482 part 268
   IEC 1034-1/1034-2

Connector Specification

Wieland   GST18 Range
Number of Poles  4 Pole or 6 Pole
Rated Voltage   250V
Rated Impulse Voltage  4kV for 250V and 250/240V
Rated Current   16A
Compliance   DIN VDE 0628 (BS EN/IEC 61535 : 2009)
   DIN VDE 0625, EN 60320
IP Rating   IP20
Insulation Components  Thermoplastic material (polyamide), halogen-free
Contact Parts   Brass with nickel plating

Locking device in accordance to DIN VDE 0628

Pre-fabricated 6 pole accessories

Code

P690744000.3

Code

P690742000.3

6 Pole / 4 Tail Fixed T piece (Plastic) 
(1.5mm2) 0.3m 4 core drop

6 Pole / 3 Tail Fixed T piece (Plastic) 
(1.5mm2) 0.3m 3 core drop

Code

P690752000.3

Code

P690750000.3

6 Pole / 4 Tail Flying T piece (Plastic) 
(1.5mm2) 0.3m 4 core drop

6 Pole / 3 Tail Flying T piece (Plastic) 
(1.5mm2) 0.3m 3 core drop

Please note: Both 4 pole and 6 pole pre-fabricated wiring systems are available in a variety of lengths so 
please ask a member of our sales team for more information.


